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Megan Herring
USA

Layers #1-10

16 x 16 in. each
tencel, borrowed silk dyes

handwoven, painted

photos by
 Megan Herring
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February, March, April 2017

In an attempt to understand my interest in landscape and need to create, I found 
myself walking amongst the rivers and mountains of the Icelandic topography. A pho-
tograph is taken and then turned into a watercolor prior to painting on the finished 
woven substrate. This process allows for several translations to take place - alter-
ing the original image further and further, just as one’s memories alter over time. 
My works in floor loom weaving produced within this atmosphere act as memories of my 
time here, as well as a reflection of the memories of those who came before me.
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Jennifer Roseman 
Australia

The colours and textures of Iceland possessed me from the moment I arrived. My shad-
ow grew longer with the days, and the light, even more miraculous. The crunch of my 
boots on snow softened as the long grass appeared through melting ice. 

I succumbed to the temptation of using all 46 colours of the locally pro-
duced Ístex Einband wool. I warped up stripes of all the colours and wove the same 
colours in weft stripes to create a two-colour grid palette. I selected colours from 
my palette to translate photographs of my surroundings into tapestry postcards.

I held the beautiful, unique Icelandic fleece and explored ways to spin it into yarn. 
Inspired by the dark lines etched on glaciers and using the Moorman inlay technique, 
my handspun yarn traversed a snow white woven ground of Australian merino.

As April progressed, more migratory birds returned to the Blanda River each day. I 
also hope to return one day.

Glacial Lines
(on loom and detail)

45 x 150 cm

Bendigo merino (warp and ground 
weft), fine wool (inlay warp), 
hand spun yarn (inlay weft)

loom woven

photos by 
Jennifer Roseman
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April 2017
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Jennifer Roseman 
Australia

Einband Palette (detail)

125 x 132 cm

46 colours of Einband wool

loom woven

photos by 
Jennifer Roseman
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April 2017

Tapestry Postcards

10 x 15 cm each

Einband wool (weft)
on cotton seine twine (warp)
woven tapestry

photos by 
Jennifer Roseman
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Marina Rheault Post
USA / Italy

The “felt sense” of Iceland is one of palpable resilience in a forbidding yet rich 
landscape. I explored the “felt sense” of the landscape through wet felting with Ice-
landic wool. I created both wall/floor pieces expressing what the landscape felt like 
to me in texture and color. Whilst at Textílsetur I was able to complete more than 10 
works of wall/floor art and many felted vessels.

I will be forever marked by the rich landscape of Iceland, the community of Blönduós, 
and the supportive environment of Textílsetur. The month I had afforded me the free-
dom to explore the landscape in and around Blönduós which I hiked extensively as well 
as the local resources of wool, and the ability to dye fibers to my own liking. In 
addition, spending a month with other fiber artists of many talents allowed for skill 
sharing which was very valuable. These explorations have opened a pathway for me – a 
new way to think about my own artistic explorations. I am grateful to have had this 
opportunity.

Explorations of Lava and Snow

various pieces
Iclandic wool

wet felting

photo by 
Marina Rheault Post
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April 2017
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Marina Rheault Post
USA / Italy

Fields under Snow

38 in. diameter
Iclandic wool

wet felting

photo by 
Marina Rheault Post
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April 2017

Night Sky

38 in. diameter
Iclandic wool

wet felting

photo by 
Marina Rheault Post
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Suzanne Dikker
The Netherlands

Northern Iceland introduced me to an alternative way of working with textiles. It made 
me rethink my design process and my way of living in general. The country allowed me 
to slow down and explore the origin and refinement of textile development. 

I worked on several material samples, small sculptures created out of found objects 
and I kept a detailed journal of my observations. Looking back, my research on the 
region and collection of gathered materials, next to the physical experience, collec-
tively form the ‘finished’ work made during my stay at The Icelandic Textile Center.

Weaving Sample

200 x 42 cm
Iclandic wool

handwoven

photo by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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April 2017
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Shibori

various pieces

72 x 36-54 in.
silk and rayon

shibori dyeing

photos by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella

Kathy McConaughy
USA
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It was initially challenging to adjust to the solitary and singular focus of work-
ing in the dye studio each day all day - but after a few days of practice, connect-
ing more with the other participants, and enjoying the SPECTACULAR scenery outside 
of every window - I loved it. I can’t imagine a better way to have spent one of the 
first months of my retirement. I reacquainted myself with the tools and techniques of 
a creative process I love, and I was very happy with most of the work I made, I made 
friendships that I believe will last, and I regained an appreciation of the role na-
ture can play in my life.

April 2017
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Alison McCreesh
Canada

I live in Yelllowknife in Canada’s Northwest Territories and all my work for the past 
several years had been focused on the ‘Idea of North’ and on Northern Identity in a 
Canadian context. During the winter of 2016-2017 I conducted a Circumpolar Art-Resi-
dency series to look at the North on a broader scale. Blönduós was the last stop on 
my big international adventure north of the 60th parallel. While at the Textílsetur, 
I made the most of the facilities to create large felted wall hangings, some inspired 
by Blönduós, others inspired by the previous month I had just spent in South Green-
land. Of the four residencies I participated in during my trip, this was the only one 
to host so many artists at the same time and to have a focus specifically on tex-
tiles. Seeing and discussing the work of others was greatly refreshing to me and led 
me, during the residency, to experiment with integrating some woven components into 
my felted pieces. Looking back now, I feel the month spent at Textílsetur will have a 
lasting effect on my fibre practice as I foresee frame-weaving being a key-part of my 
upcoming body of work.

Qaqortoq - 60°43’N

3.5 x 5 ft
wool

 
wet and needle felting

photo by
Alison McCreesh
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April 2017
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Alison McCreesh
Canada

Super Jeep

3 x 6 ft
wool

 
wet and needle felting

photo by
Alison McCreesh
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April 2017

Blönduós - 65°40’N 

3 x 4 ft
wool
 
wet and needle felting
frame weaving

photo by
Alison McCreesh
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Kristen Tynan
USA

Textílsetur granted me the time, space, and community to truly focus and indulge in 
my craft. Aside from the tranquil, inspirational landscape in which Textílsetur is 
nestled, I found a community of people to share and engage with, which revealed to be 
the most valuable part of my residency experience. With the guidance and wisdom of my 
fellow residents, I was able to tackle multiple projects on a floor loom and I gained 
insight that I cannot imagine gaining elsewhere. Textilsetur was an invaluable experi-
ence for me, and I cannot wait for the day that I can return.

Subway Tiles

10 x 10 in. (excl. fringe)

Icelandic wool, felted cords
Mandarin Heklegarn 100% Cotton 

handwoven

photo by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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April, May 2017

Untitled Series

17 x 20 in. (approx.)

Icelandic Lettlopi wool
Mandarin Heklegarn 100% Cotton 

handwoven

photo by 
Kristen Tynan
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Cornelia Theimer Gardella
Germany / USA

Untitled I-V
(Regular Horizontals from the 

New Mexico Churro Wool Series)

44 x 34 cm each

cotton, undyed New Mexico churro wool
hand-dyed silk

handwoven

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella

I keep returning to Blönduós. For snowy winter months and bright summer nights. For 
uninterrupted time to work on my art, and for the companionship of fellow artists.

My art practice is strongly linked to travel and ideas of place. I am drawn to sparse 
landscapes and remote locations where I spend extended periods of time to explore my 
relationship to the land as well as other people’s ties to these places.

Horizontal lines are a recurring element in my work, a reflection of the open land-
scapes I often find myself in. 
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April, May, June 2017
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Cornelia Theimer Gardella
Germany / USA

Untitled (Grays from the 
New Mexico Churro Wool Series)

112 x 112 cm

cotton, undyed New Mexico churro wool
hand-dyed silk

handwoven

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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April, May, June 2017

Untitled (Browns from the 
New Mexico Churro Wool Series)

112 x 112 cm

cotton, undyed New Mexico churro wool
hand-dyed silk
 
handwoven

photo by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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Karolin Reichardt
Germany

I wanted to capture the unique landscape, adventurous pram walks, found objects and 
odd stories during our residency by translating them into marks, using the formal lan-
guage of hand stitching and natural indigo dyeing. The embroidery sampler gathers my 
memories of Iceland as ‘badges’, small self-contained works arranged in a loose sym-
metrical order.

For ‘Zitter’ I installed thirty indigo dyed flags as a temporary sculpture on a hill 
next to the local scrap yard. Over the course of one day I experienced and document-
ed the constant weather and light changes driven on by the wind in this exposed spot 
as well as the soundtrack of the landscape - waves hitting the shoreline, birds flut-
tering and the wind ever rolling on in a thundering jitter.

Kvennaskólinn Sampler

53 x 65 cm

embroidery floss, raw sheep wool  
on vintage linen

 
 hand embroidery

photo by
 Karolin Reichardt
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May 2017
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Karolin Reichardt
Germany
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Zitter

hand dyed vintage linen on found 
fishing net poles in tractor wheel
 
installation and video (2:01 mins)

photos by 
Karolin Reichardt

May 2017
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Mary-Anne McTrowe
Canada

During my month-long residency at the Textile Centre, I used weaving, felting, and 
crochet to create 5 fabric panels that, together, loosely represent a “globster”- a 
mass of decomposing sea-flesh that washes up on shorelines from time to time, usually 
unidentified at first but later confirmed to have been part of a sperm whale. Thanks 
to the Textile Centre facilities, the displays at the Textile Museum, and the exper-
tise and generosity of the other artists in the residency, I came home with many new 
ideas and techniques to explore in my practice. 
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May 2017

Blönduós Blob

variable dimensions 

wool
 
woven, felted, crocheted

photos by
Mary-Anne McTrowe
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Mary Logue
USA

Now that I’m home, I think about Iceland all the time. It’s odd. It’s almost like I’m 
homesick for it. But I think what I’m really homesick for, what I yearn for, again is 
that freedom to just do my work, to only think about myself, to go for long walks, 
and not to feel responsible for other people. That might sound rather selfish — but I 
think, especially women, don’t think about themselves enough. And it’s so important if 
you are an artist.

What the textile residency in Blönduós gave me was openess and space. Time to play 
and think and look at what was around me — which was sheep and ocean and mountains 
and rocky land.  Patterns all around me — waves, fleece, peaks and valleys. As a rug 
maker I’m really interested in natural patterns. I wanted my time in Iceland to be 
about pushing my work toward more abstraction. I like the line between figurative and 
abstraction and wanted to settle there for a while. In a few of my rugs I was able to 
capture some of that place.  

But maybe the most important thing that happened to me was my sense of magic. I 
think we often think magic is extraordinary and outside of ourselves — but what I 
found was the openess and freedom of my time there allowed me to find the magic 
within myself. All in all, my time in Blönduós was revealing and rewarding. I hope to 
keep this energy with me for a long time.

Dreki

monḱ s cloth with Icelandic wool
 

rug hooking

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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May 2017
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Mary Logue
USA

Stjörnulilja (left)
Útsýnið frá strætó (right)

monḱ s cloth with Icelandic wool

rug hooking

photos by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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May 2017

Fiskiroð 

monḱ s cloth with Icelandic wool

rug hooking

photo by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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Barbara Ramsay
Canada

Rift

72 x 54 x 32 in. (approx.)
cotton and Icelandic wool weft

  
weaving, painted warp

photos by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella

I live in northern Ontario, Canada. I feel a strong sense of place with northern land-
scapes and lifestyle and a need to connect with nature. The north I am used to is 
rugged forest with rocky outcrops and many lakes. I wanted to experience a different 
kind of north - the windswept arctic terrain and ecosystem. So my plan on coming to 
Iceland was to experience and respond to the environment and culture, and to use pri-
marily Icelandic wool in my work while at the residency. I became fascinated with the 
tectonic plate that runs through Iceland and how much it defines the Icelandic land-
scape and their way of life. This became my inspiration for the installation entitled 
‘Rift’ and for a felted piece about the tectonic plate.

Since returning to Canada I have been including more weaving in my artwork. I am 
continuing to explore themes of place, environment and landscape. Thank you for the 
opportunity to experience Iceland and to work at Textílsetur.
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May, June 2017
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Sarah Chu
USA

I spent the unending summery months of May and June in Blönduós. My background is in 
weaving and dyeing, so I split my time learning new weaving techniques from my peers, 
and teaching others about natural indigo dyeing. I had never really worked with wool 
before, nevertheless Icelandic wool, but the fact that it was so readily available drew 
me to try and incorporate it. By the time I left after two months, I had used it in 
almost all of my pieces. Besides the landscape, I would say that the constant rhyth-
mic changes in weather influenced the type of imagery I attempted to convey in my 
weavings. I think there is a certain type of chaos you feel while you’re there, that’s 
both humbling and energizing.

 Untitled

Japanese choshi silk,
Icelandic wool,

plain weave

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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May, June 2017
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Sarah Chu
USA

The Weather Outside

linen, rayon
 

twill weave (original draft by Bon-
nie Inouye, 2005)

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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May, June 2017

A Translation of an Interpetation II & III

Japanese choshi silk,
Icelandic wool, indigo

double ikat (resist dyed warp and weft)

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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Karin Hedberg
Sweden

From Heaven and Earth

108 x 186 cm / 52 x 160 cm
Icelandic wool (Einband),

Swedish linen, reflective yarn, 
linen/viscose

plain and twill weave

photos by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella

I have been dreaming of Iceland since I was 10 years old, and I have dreamed to work 
on a special project for 20 years. Through my stay at the Textile Center in Blönduós 
both of these dreams came true. 

My project is about textiles in the Bible. I read the whole Bible and selected some 
of the thousands of textiles which are mentioned. The garment which is mentioned the 
most is the mantle. So I decided to weave mantles inspired both by the Bible and by 
Iceland. I have been inspired by the Icelandic landscape and the Icelandic wool. Back 
in Sweden I showed the textiles in different places in exhibitions, gave talks and 
made performances with them. My plan is to continue this project and weave more. The 
time in Blönduós gave me the uninterrupted time and energy to start this art project.
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May, June 2017
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Karin Hedberg
Sweden

Textiles for a King and for a Donkey

118 x 195 cm / 116 x 192 cm
Icelandic wool (Einband, Plötulopi)

 
twill weave

photos by 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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May, June 2017
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Kerstin Lindström
Sweden

Since 2010 I have been working on the art project Own Our Own Time and visited dif-
ferent places in the world to examine if time can be seen with the help of monumental 
knitting. Through Textílsetur’s scholarship I had a great opportunity to stay in Blön-
duós for two months. I got to enjoy an overwhelming nature, meet skilled craftsmen in 
the association Prjónagleði and got good support to set up the performance Own Our 
Own Time VI. Thank you all for this opportunity.

Own Our Own Time VI 

Knitting performance
with 83 participants

photos by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella (top)

and Róbert Daníel Jónsson (bottom)
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May, June 2017
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Kerstin Lindström
Sweden

The first week in Blönduós we visited the wool washing plant. I got a beautiful, car-
rot coloured leftover fur. The fur became my guide to the Icelandic landscape. A 
smelly inspiring friend during my first month at the residency.
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May, June 2017

Fur on Tour

mixed media

photos by
Kerstin Lindström
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Sharony Green
USA

Untitled

approx. 36 x 36 in.
  

mixed media felt collage

photo by
 Sharony Green

I visited Textílsetur to see the outcomes of working with yarn and embroidery thread. 
Along the way, I was also interested in tracking how I felt as I traveled. Some time 
in 1951, while traveling to Leukerbad, a small village in Switzerland, the African 
American novelist James Baldwin was compelled to think about “race and space.” Blön-
duós in 2017 was not as remote to me as Leukerbad in 1951, but Iceland is still part 
of the West as like the Swiss, the people Baldwin encountered were related to Dante, 
Shakespeare, Michaelangelo, Aeschylus, Da Vinci, Rembrandt, and Racine, the cathedral 
at Chartres, and even the Empire State building in ways I could never be as a woman 
of color. The outcomes of my experiences are in progress as I continue research for 
a larger project in which I explore race and space in and near the Florida peninsula 
with my work at Textílsetur and ongoing art work pushing my thinking.
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June 2017
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Christine Matson
USA

Lemon Paragon

2017
43 x 41 in.

cotton, linen, wool,
 lopi, alpaca, paper

photo by
 Cornelia Theimer Gardella

I traveled to the Textílsetur residency in 2017 specifically to work on the new TC2 
Jacquard loom. I was in search of quiet, time and open space to work through new 
ideas and techniques. It was incredible being in Iceland in the month of the midnight 
sun. The days were, literally, never-ending and I made an enormous amount of work 
while I was there. I found the landscape to be both surreal and inspiring and the 
lack of interruption to be exactly what I was in need of. I loved the particular qual-
ity of light in the Blönduós region and the unfamiliarity of the landscape has stuck 
with me many months after leaving. The experience left a lasting mark, both in terms 
of the people I met (fellow residents and staff) and the direction my work has taken 
since leaving.
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June 2017
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Päivi Vaarula
Finland

People have dreams and they wish to see new landscapes and learn new things. One of 
my dreams - or wishes - was to visit Iceland. I was happy to get a grant to spend two 
months at Textílsetur, Blönduós and use the facilities to weave and dye. I have been 
in other artist residencies, but here I could also use the looms. I was able to finish 
seven textiles, three of them on the TC2. I have been teaching on a TC1 and was so 
happy to be able to learn the latest version of it. Another aspect, even more impor-
tant, was to have a group of people with the same interests, working side by side, 
having conversations, learning from each other and most of all having a good time with 
textiles!

Strong

120 x 100 cm

natural dyes on Finnish wool
woven shibori 
black acid dye

photo by
 Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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June, July 2017
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Päivi Vaarula
Finland

All Wrinkled

25 x 7 x 60 cm

Icelandic and Finnish wool
natural dyes

woven shibori, steam set

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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June, July 2017

Folded Myself

10 x 10 x 55 cm

natural dyes on wool
woven, steam set

photo by
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
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The Artists

April 2017 from left to right:
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
Alison McCreesh
Kristen Tynan
Kathy McConaughy
Megan Herring
Jennifer Roseman
Marina Rheault Post
Suzanne Dikker

top row:
Karolin Reichardt
Kristen Tynan
Karin Hedberg 
Kerstin Lindström 
Barbara Ramsay 
Mary-Anne McTrowe
bottom row: 
Sarah M. Chu
Mary Logue 
Cornelia Theimer Gardella

May 2017

June 2017 top row:
Cornelia Theimer Gardella
Karin Hedberg
Päivi Vaarula
Kerstin Lindström 
Claire Felicity Miller
Christine Matson 
Sharony Green
bottom row: 
Sarah M. Chu
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